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and EDWINWILLIAMS.
On the definition of word. By ANNAMARIADI SCIULLO

(LinguisticInquirymonographs,14.) Cambridge,MA: MIT Press, 1987.Pp.
115. Cloth $20.00, paper $8.95.
Reviewed by MARKARONOFF,SUNY at Stony Brook
WORDis a pre-theoreticalterm and there is thus no expectation that it will
in the end denote anythingreal. Yet linguists have always assumed that the
intuitive notion does have some scientific value. This slim volume represents
anotherattemptto arriveat a theoreticallyuseful treatmentof a notion 'word'.
The difficulty of the task makes the title of the book a little misleading.The
purpose of this book is really not to define, but ratherto sort out three distinct
senses of the word in question:morphologicalword, syntacticatom, andlexical
The authors also acknowledge, though
entry (or what DS&W call LISTEME).
they do not discuss in any detail, another sense-that of phonological word.

They argue that listeme is not a linguisticallyvaluablenotion, leaving us with
three distinct senses of the term 'word': morphological,syntactic, and phonological.Thus, while not providingus with a definition,the authorsdo succeed
in sorting things out, providingat least preliminariesto a definition.
After a two-pageabstract,which is very useful in settingthe stage, the book
is dividedinto four chapters,the first on listemes, the second on morphological
words, the third on words as syntactic atoms, and the fourth on nonmorphological objects.
The first chaptercomprisesan argumentagainstthe positionthat morphology
is a theory of the lexicon, where the lexicon is conceived of as a list of all the
words in the language. This position has recently been quite influential,and
though it has been criticizedrepeatedly,it is perniciousand robust enough to
warrantfurther discussion. DS&W, adopting the Bloomfieldianview of the
lexicon as a list of those exceptional signs which must be memorized, show
that the lexicon must contain complex phrases and that it must not contain
certain words, thus demonstratingthat the lexicon does not coincide with the
morphologicalword.
The second chapterprovides part of a theory of morphology.DS&W adopt
Selkirk'sphrase-structuretheory of morphologicalstructure(1982)and add to
it Williams'by now well-knownRight-HeadRule (1981). They deny any principled distinctionbetween inflectionand derivation,relyinginstead on the fact
that heads must be external. Certaincriticisms of Williams' head theory are
HEAD.The largest part of this
answered by introducing the notion RELATIVIZED

chapter is devoted to showing how the argumentstructureof complex words
is derived. Compoundsare distinguishedfrom affixationalstructuresin that
0-role assignments,
'whereasthe head of a compoundrelatesto its non-headby
0-role assignment,but via function
an affixalheadrelatesto its non-headnot via
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composition' (32). However, accordingto DS&W, this differenceis probably
accidental.
In Ch. 3, DS&W argue that morphologyand syntax are 'differentsciences
about differentobjects' (46), thoughthey do sharea small,restrictedtheoretical
vocabulary. Words, they say, are syntactic atoms (X?), and syntactic rules
cannot penetrate the X? barrier. Rather, they can only have access to the
outermostlayer of the propertiesof words. DS&Wcriticizerecent work which
allows for interpenetrationof syntax and morphology,and provide alternate
analyses of such phenomenaas noun incorporationand agreement.
Ch. 4 contains two sections: the first concerns syntactic atoms which are
nonmorphological,i.e. 'words'which are derivedfromphrases, andthe second
deals with coanalysis, cases in which a construction can simultaneouslybe
given two analyses, one syntactic and one morphological.
In Ch. 1, DS&Wattemptto divorcethe lexicon completelyfrommorphology,
not merely in the strong sense, where morphologyis understoodas a theory
of the lexicon (an idea which is surely wrong), but even in the weak sense,
where morphologytouches on the lexicon in variousways. It seems to me that
there are three types of phenomenawhich cannot be accounted for without
having morphologyinteractwith the lexicon. The first is productivity.It is by
now well known that certain patternsare more productivethan others within
exactly the same domain. A good deal of literatureexists on the many differences between more andless productivepatternsin a singledomain(e.g. Aronoff 1983),and there is also some theoreticalwork (e.g. van Marle1985).DS&W
do not attemptto accountfor any of the phenomenadiscussed in this literature.
Instead, they suggest that all differences in productivityare illusory. For example, they say that it is unclear that there is any difference in productivity
between -ness and -ity, noting that 'with X-ic forms -ity is 100 percent productive' (10). Walker1936lists 35 X-ic-ity forms derived from X-ic forms and
approximately1700 X-ic forms. Two percent is not 100. Nor are we dealing
here with a perfectly productivepattern, since potentialwords like metricity
orforensicity are highly questionable.I have puzzled over this particularcase
for years and I still don't know exactly what is going on, but one thingis clear:
the authors have preserved their theory at the cost of avoiding contact with
the data.
Blocking is anotherphenomenonwhich can be understoodin terms of the
lexicon. As Hofmann 1982 puts it, 'all lexical items block the appearanceof
exactly paraphrasticexpressions' (240). Hofmann 1983 also discusses a large
numberof cases where a phrase is blocked by a word, and DS&W use such
examples to show that blocking is not confined to words. What they cannot
deny is that, regardlessof the status of the blocked item, the relationis asymmetric, in that the blocking item is in the lexicon. Blocking is probably explainable in terms of general pragmaticprinciples (Horn 1984) which extend
to purely syntactic cases like Avoid Pronoun, but the asymmetricnature of
lexical blockingwould seem to necessitate a close interplaybetween the output
of rules of syntax and morphologyand the lexicon.
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Finally and most explicitly, DS&W deny that words are formedfrom words
or stems, adoptinginstead a morpheme-basedtheory which avoids access to
the lexicon. Booij 1987contraststhese two generaltypes of theory and shows
that the morpheme-basedview has certainfundamentalweaknesses, the most
obvious of which is the inheritanceof irregularity,both semantic and phonoA word-basedtheory
logical. Considerthe word antidisestablishmentarianism.
can trace its idiosyncraticchurch-statemeaningto the idiosyncraticmeaning
of disestablishment:'specif: the act of a state in sunderingthe relationships
between it andits establishedchurch'(Webster'sThird,s.v. disestablishment).
A morpheme-basedtheory has no such hope, for none of the individualcomponents of the word, includingthe root establish, is the cause of the idiosyncrasy. Cases like these, where the semantics of a secondary derivative is dependent on the idiosyncraticmeaningof a primaryderivative, abound:cf. e.g.
institutionalization, transformational, old-maidish. The phonological argument

against a purely morphemicview depends on a parallelphenomenon, the inherited exceptionality of complex items. For example, speakers who do not
lax the initialvowel in bestial, makingit an exception to trisyllabiclaxing, will
similarlynot lax it in bestiality. It will not do to say that beast is an exception
to trisyllabic laxing, since it does not meet the structuraldescription of the
rule. Rather, the complex word bestial and its derivativesare exceptional (or
are not markedfor the rule if it itself is minor).
In short, there are various reasons for believing that there is a close and
sometimes delicate interaction between morphology and the lexicon, and a
similarinteractionfor syntax. But this interactiondoes not contradictthe authors' basic point, that morphologyand the lexicon are distinct. It seems that,
in their zeal to make this point, the authorshave adopted an exaggeratedand
untenableposition.
In Ch. 2, the discussion of heads is disappointing.Williams'originalformal
revival of the old observationthat English is right-headed,and the theory of
heads and lexical relatedness that encoded this observation (Williams 1981),
have been subjectedto a good deal of criticism,both empiricaland theoretical.
I had thereforehoped that this chapterwould provide some lively discussion.
But instead of a defense of the idea that affixes are heads, we are given a
weakeningor 'relativization'of the 1981claim. Certainaffixes are now treated
as heads only with respect to a particularcategory. The principaluse of these
relativized heads is in inflection, where a single word often contains a string
of affixes of which none can be said to be the head of the word in any sense.
DS&W give the Latin word amabitur 'he/she will be loved' as an example.
They propose that this word be viewed as having two heads-that bi is head
with respect to futureand that tur is head with respect to passive. In addition,
the verb stem itself must be the head with respect to argumentstructure.They
say that 'there is nothingincoherentor disturbingabout this situation' (27). I
for one am disturbedon two grounds. First, it is hard to see exactly what is
retained of the originalclaim in an analysis like this. Secondly, the analysis
disguises the special nature of inflectional affixes (see below). On the substantive side, the authorsretainthe claim of right-headedness,but they do not
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make clear what the scope of this claim is. Is it meant to be universal?If so,
what about languageswith both productiveprefixes and suffixes, sometimes
simultaneously as double exponents-one prefix and one suffix-as in the
Modern Hebrew pattern mi-CCaC-a'place where given activities are undertaken' (e.g. mispara 'barbershop', root spr 'cut'; miltasa 'diamondpolishing
plant', root Its 'polish')? Austronesianlanguages are filled with such double
exponents. And what about infixes and templates, which also occur in Austronesianand Semiticlanguages?Whataboutcompounds?Thereare languages
like Vietnamese, with both left- and right-headedcompounds(Nhan 1982).But
the only languagebesides Englishwhose morphologyis discussed in any detail
in this book is French, which differsonly in compounds, a differencewhich is
explained away quite nicely by the authors.
The authorsalso temperthe originalclaim that affixes are heads in the same
way that heads of compoundsare heads. They do this by treatingaffixational
semantics via functioncomposition. This differencein formaltreatmentwould
seem to call into questionthe basic principlethat affixes are heads, but DS&W
sidestep the problemby pointingto verbs like seem, whose semantics can be
handled nicely if they are treated as functions ratherthan as predicates. But
this only avoids the real question,which is whethercompoundingand affixation
are structurallythe same.
In Ch. 3, the authors defend a strong version of the lexicalist hypothesis,
accordingto which words, includingcompounds, are internallyopaque to all
syntax. They exclude all morphologyfrom any interactionwith syntax, even
inflection, rejecting Anderson's influentialview (1982). I am uncomfortable
with this rejection. For one thing, DS&W have alreadyshown that inflectional
affixes are differentfrom derivationalaffixes. Thomas-Flinders1983 has argued, on essentially the same grounds, that inflectional structureis flat and
nonrecursive (multiple affixes are not nested), and therefore different from
derivation.Further,agreement-the classic case of inflection-must be treated
as a distinct phenomenon in DS&W's system. It does not satisfy argument
structure,but rathersets conditionson the bearersof thematicroles. The point
is that there are well-motivateddistinctivepropertiesof inflectionwhich should
be faced squarely.DS&W's rejectionof the distinctionbetween inflectionand
derivation, based as it is on a clearly indequatedefinition, does not advance
the field.
The most interestingsection of Ch. 4 is that on coanalysis. It is marred,
however, by a weakness which, thoughpervasivein the book, is clearest here.
I will close my review with a short discussion of that weakness.
Massachusettsis the Manhattanof academia:nothingthat happens outside
is given much notice. One can speculate on the causes, but the phenomenon
is undeniable.In this book, it appearsas the apparentfailureof the authorsto
have read much of the most exciting morphologicalwork of the last five years.
Hoeksema 1985 contains a close critique of Williams' notion of head and a
detailed theory of affixes as categorial function. Thomas-Flinders1983 is a
well-arguedanalysis of the differencesbetween inflection and derivation. Sadock 1985presents a system of coanalysis that closely resembles the one pre-
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sented here. None of these studies, all of which are well withinthe mainstream,
is mentioned, let alone discussed, in this book.
This book is clearly written, but it does suffer from an editorial sloppiness
uncharacteristicof MIT Press. There are many more typos than I have come
to expect from this publisherand, more surprisingly,quite a few stylistic infelicities and misplaced commas. All in all, this is a stimulatingbook on an
importanttopic, but it is also an unfortunateexampleof academicparochialism.
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Recently we have seen the beginningsof a movement away from theories
that view development as the solo child's mastery of the world on her own
terms to a view of socializationas a collective process that occurs in a public
ratherthan a privaterealm(see Bruner1986,Corsaro1988,Harre 1986).From
this view the child is not only active, but socially active-a participantthrough
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